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SANIT WING’S PRODUCTS
MARK THE NATURAL DIFFERENCE.



FRESH AVOCADO

FUERTE HASS

Most of our fresh avocado are sourced across our East African farms from 

Tanzania and Kenya depending on the export market.  However we select the 

best of the best and take the rest for oil processing.

Mainly we ship by Sea and Air only in bulky.  Product Prices are fixed and 

shipping coats depend on the option of shipping and the destination.



AVOCADO OIL

1L

We produce cold pressed Extra virgin Avocado oil mainly for 

industrial or cosmetic consumption.

Since 2016 we have worked tirelessly to push avocado to 

another stage by adding value to it and we managed to use 

our own technology to start the oil business.

Currently we can serve maximumly 9000L of oil for external 

market since we also consume some of our oil we produce 

for our cosmetics.

The retail price of 1L of oil is $12 and the cost goes lower 

when buying in bulky.



SANTAVO (SKIN CARE )

250gm

SANTAVO is the mane of our skin care product 

produced by blending different oils like avocado oil, 

olive oil, and other different locally obtained 

products. Like Rosemery extract, Honeybees wax 

mineral oil and other essential oils.

This product has proven to be friendly to all age 

category, male and female, black or white skins. It’s 

the best blend that has both healing and restoring 

properties to the skin.

We produce in sizes of 250gm, 100gm and 50gm 

and pricing 250gm at $2.5 as the retail price

100gm



VOKA PLUS (AFRO HAIR CARE )

200gm

VOKA PLUS is a hair cream is a blend of oils, 

avocado oil being the dominant. Its designed 

for Afro hair with high properties of restoring 

and strengthening the hair.

Fighting dandruff 100%.

We mainly package it in 200gm jars and its 

always a creamy form.

Pricing of 200gm is $4 for retail price

250gm



AVO SOAP(AVOCADO SOAP)

175gm

Avo is a matching product of Santavo which 

keeps the balance of using Santavo. However its 

an independent product produced by cold 

process at a reaction rate of 4% of excess fats 

which makes it contain glycine in the process to 

keep the skin from total dryness after usage.

Its given an organic color and scented with 

natural essential oils.

Pricing of 175gm is $1 for retail price



AVO SOAP(AVOCADO SOAP)

THANK YOU


